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“It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set 
brush fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams  

 Town Crier Committee Report       Vol. 5 No 11 

                The Truth makes us free…We live in an Era of Lies  

August 1, 2016 

Is Florida 
Up for 
Grabs? 
New Trump 
Clinton Poll 
Shows It Is Not 
                                                                                                   Photos by TCC Staff 
The question everyone is asking, “Is Florida a battleground state?” According to the George Stephanopoulos’ 
Sunday morning show, for the sake of their campaign strategy maps, Florida was shown in the various 
scenarios as a “Blue State”. The result being that Clinton has the necessary electoral votes to be President, 
according to ABC. While Reuters News Service, at the same time, was distorting their poll to give Clinton the 
advantage in an unprecedented act of professional malpractice according to Pat Caddell.  

A post-convention poll, conducted by the St. Augustine Tea Party’s (SATP) Town Criers, in a local venue on July 
30, 2016, shows that Florida is not even a battleground state. The poll was a face-to-face, random selection of 
Floridians taken at the “Farmers Market” which takes place on Saturdays at the amphitheater in St. Augustine, 

Florida. The results are as follows:                 Clinton      18%  
                                                              Trump       61%  
                                                              Neither     21% 
“While the political parties and the establishment media use techniques to satisfy their ambitions and 
agendas, the SATP conducts polls reflecting the opinion of the people. The political parties are, for the most 
part, not part of the conversation,” Dave Heimbold SATP Media Chairman and pollster said. 
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Left Wing 
Bias at St. 
Augustine 
Beach 

 

Photos by TCC Staff 

Five members of the St. 

Augustine Tea Party visited 

the “Farmers Market” held 

at the Amphitheater on July 

30, 2016. The Tea Party’s 

attendance motive was to 

test the people’s First 

Amendment rights. About a 

year ago, the Tea Party was 

successful in eliminating 

free speech zones from 

County parks and extending 

free speech to the entire park facilities. This was opposed by a progressive loop involving the St. Augustine 

Beach Civic Association, the Mayor of St. Augustine Beach, Andrea Samuels, St. Johns County Chairperson, 

Rachel Bennett, the County Attorney Patrick McCormack, and his staff, County park employees and the 

members of the Amphitheater Management team. [See TCCR 8-22-15 Ed] 

http://saintaugustineteaparty.org/pdf/Town%20Crier%20Committee%20Vol%204%20No%2011.pdf 

 

Left-Wing bias Pushed Aside by the People 
“If we listen to the County Attorney or Park Officials the restrictions on free speech are done in the name of 
public safety. Fortunately, the County Commissioners on a 5 to 0 vote rejected this Communist stance. 
However, there is a bias among some of the vendors at the Farmers Market. This is true at the Amphitheater 

http://saintaugustineteaparty.org/pdf/Town%20Crier%20Committee%20Vol%204%20No%2011.pdf
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and at the market at Pier Park as well. There are artisans, artists and those that produce various handicrafts 
that demand self-expression, but are entirely incapable of granting free speech to others. This is a small but 
vocal minority. I cannot say I understand this elitist attitude,” Lance Thate SATP Chairman explained.  

 

 One vendor commented, “I‘m glad you are here, thank you, but you will never change their minds.” “We are 
here to preserve their First Amendment rights. We do that by demanding ours. If one man loses the right of 
free speech all men, lose,” the SATP Chairman said. 

The real story is that the general public was very much interested in the Tea Party presence as can be 
observed in the pictures above.  
 

An Opposition of One 
The only real opposition that the Tea Party 
received during the morning that they visited the 
Amphitheater grounds was from the manager of 
the “Old City Farmers Market”, one Carey Del 
Ray, pictured right. 

Ms. Del Ray has been a consistent opponent of “Free 
Speech”. About a year ago, she confronted the Tea Party 
demanding that they continue their activities in the free-
speech zone, which was a small piece of land outside of 
the public view. When the Tea Party refused, she called 
the police. Free speech prevailed then and it did today. 
With no legal basis for her challenge to the Tea Party’s 
First Amendment rights, she resorted to a technique we 
have experienced from communists before. She 
proceeded to take a video of the Town Criers in an effort   

TCC Staff 8-22-15                                                                     to provoke, berate and belittle the Tea Party presence. 
She made a fool of herself; the public simply wouldn’t join her. The Tea Party reports that they had a similar 
situation at Pier Photos by Park with one of the vendors. They not only prevailed in that encounter, they were 
honored for their service by the public. 

Carey Del Ray clearly demonstrated her opposition to free speech has nothing to do with protecting her 
vendors, her business interests or providing public safety. Her behavior was simply political. "Progressives 
seem to think that free speech is about their right to promote their agenda. Any speech that opposes them 
violates their First Amendment rights and should be silenced.  Folks, there are a lot of progressives in the 
County bureaucracy and among County politicians. Progressivism is not a political philosophy or definition, it is 
a tactic used to promote Communism. Progressivism is an incremental process to achieve a goal that never 
can be admitted,” Thate, the SATP Chairman volunteered. https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ 

https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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August 4, 2016 

DNC’s Real 
Face Revealed 
For the past 100 years of the progressive 
moment, the cardinal rule of deception, 
deceit and anonymity has been firmly in 
place.  During the first two days of the DNC’s 
convention, the true face of the progressive 
Democratic Party was revealed. The stark 
silvery gray, devoid of any red white and blue 
flags reflected the international Communist 
domination of the Democratic Party. The agenda of the Communist Party USA and the agenda of the 
Democratic Party are now united firmly and completely. So confident are the Communists, at this point in 
time, that they exposed themselves before the entire world. The motivation for this unusual occurrence was 
for the express purpose of instilling fear. 
 
Rush Limbaugh saw the reality. Limbaugh told his radio audience, "Black Lives Matter, New Black Panthers, 

Occupy Wall Street, stripping God from their party platform, transgender bathroom advocates, pro-death 

panels, baby butchers, a candidate who violated the Espionage Act thousands of times, sexual predators, 

pedophiles, illegals, Shariah Muslims, Marxists. That's the Democrat Party today." 

 

 

The Mask 

Restored 
Donald Trump has suggested that he is 

responsible for the restoration of the 

“Red White and Blue”. Perhaps, Mr. 

Trump is becoming more of a politician 

in the sense that he takes credit on an                                                                                                              

opportunistic basis.                                                                 

 

Photos FB                                                                                                                                      
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 This sharp contrast between the first two 

days and the last two days was 

orchestrated long before Mr. Trump’s 

comments. First, the fear, both inside the 

convention and outside; it is now 

understood that, the DNC was 

orchestrating the protesters outside. That 

information was learned from the DNC’s 

email hijacking. Then we have the horror of 

all that the progressives have been creating 

before our very eyes, and finally, the 

salvation. Hillary is the salvation along with 

the “Red White and Blue”, along with history and the “Founding Fathers”. A play to the Tea Party movement 

that Mr. Trump has forgotten. Members of the St. Augustine Tea Party, supporting Trump, were rejected at a 

Jacksonville Trump rally on 10-24-2016. [See TCCR October 24, 2016 Ed] 

http://saintaugustineteaparty.org/pdf/Town%20Crier%20Committee%20Vol%205%20No%2001.pdf 

Tribute was paid to Bernie Sanders and his followers. But Sander’s people didn’t buy it. Vast numbers of them 
left the convention. It has been reported that the DNC had to have paid people to fill the seats. Trump claims 
he is going to get the disgruntled Sanders people.  “We think not; they will stay home, vote Green Party or 
vote Libertarian. While Trump courts, idealistic Communists, Constitutional Tea Party patriots wait in the 
wings,” a St. Augustine Tea Party spokesman said. The American people will not see the real face of the 
Democratic Party again during this campaign. https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ Please like our Face 
Book page. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

http://saintaugustineteaparty.org/pdf/Town%20Crier%20Committee%20Vol%205%20No%2001.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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August 17, 2015  
The Media  
Blitz  
The RNC and DNC Convention 
process had just been completed 
when the first Reuter’s Poll 
reported a double digit Clinton 
bounce, as reported on August 1, 
2016. This difference in poll 
numbers was entirely due to a 
change in method. This false 
indication was picked up by all 
mainstream media (MSM) television channels. Then there was a barrage of totally false statements. They were 
recognized as false statements but were repeated again and again on all networks. Suddenly the network polls 
and the establishment political polls have Clinton in a double-digit lead. The battleground States are clearly 

Clinton territory. Republican leadership questions spending money on a failed 
Trump campaign. The Democrats suggest that he is unfit to serve. Republicans talk 
about, perhaps, a new candidate. Never has the assault been so complete in recent 
times. One would have to go back to the attacks by the media, by the Republicans, 
by the Democrats and by everyone in Washington on one lone Senator from 
Wisconsin, in the 1950s. That assault on Joe McCarthy, Chairman of the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations or PSI, was equally complete. The attack was so 
complete that the term McCarthyism has become a universal term for indicating 
slanderous assaults. For younger readers, McCarthy used his PSI Chairmanship to 

investigate the presence of Communists in various governmental organizations and in Hollywood’s motion 
picture industry. The proceedings were shown on television and fascinated the entire nation at the time. The 
media and both political parties annihilated Senator McCarthy. A review of his accusations, in the light of the 
current circumstances, demonstrates that he was amazingly correct on nearly every point.  

The Establishment in Plain View 
When Liberal styled media and Conservative styled media join forces, the globalist agenda appears in plain 
sight. When a conservative media outlet suppresses conservative dialogue, the news is being manipulated. An 
example occurred on Newsmax TV on August 11, 2016.  Dennis Michael Lynch, a staunch conservative and 
avid Trump supporter, was cut off by his own producer and promptly fired. Lynch claims that the self-
described conservative network was imposing segments and scripts that included cuts in positive Trump 
coverage. When he went off script, the screen went black and his show, “Unfiltered”, was canceled. This kind 
of control is also applied to Liberal and Conservative politicians. What these diverse groups and identities have 
in common is, "The Money".  “Follow the money”, has been a true and tested axiom. The American people are 
being exposed to the fact that the media and politicians are under the control of International Bankers. The 
central banks that control the money supply are in charge. These private bankers want a world government 
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with centralized planning and a world without borders. International bankers and large corporations profit 
from government transactions far greater than they can making private sector loans. They prefer regulations 
which limit competition. Free and enterprising people are difficult to govern. The middle class is being 
redefined to include nonproductive people. Policies are in place to eliminate middle class productivity. Since 
the end of the Reagan administration, these globalists have made great strides. Donald Trump would take 
apart the trade agreements and close the borders. This is in direct opposition to the New World Order (NWO) 
agenda. Every president since Roosevelt has facilitated this elitist ruling class. When McCarthy tried to expose 
them in the 1950s, all the political and media forces came together and annihilated him. It appears that those 
forces are gathering again with the express purpose of obliterating Donald Trump. 

The Real Campaign 
While the media blitz campaign proceeds, it claims that the 

Trump effort is over. However, if the truth be told, Trump 

crisscrosses the country. Trump is putting in 18 hour days. He 

frequently addresses more than one rally per day. As the 

media scrutinizes every word Trump delivers, the real story is 

ignored. The real story is the overflow masses that attend his 

rallies. Mr. Trump is attracting between 5,000 and 20,000 

people at each event. And the number is only affected by the capacity of the structure in which the rally is 

housed. On the other hand, when Mrs. Clinton makes a public appearance, she often attracts only several 

hundred attendees, if that. 

The polls that we hear about, almost on a daily basis, are polls taken of registered voters in selective 

demographic areas. The St. Augustine Tea Party has been conducting polls since January 2015 on a random 

basis, face-to-face with a national demographic environment. These polls are not necessarily registered voters, 

but they do represent the public. It should be noted that in this election, there will be people voting for the 

first time ever. Over the last 18 months Donald Trump has prevailed on a very consistent basis, with Hillary 

Clinton barely breaking into double digits. 

Florida is a battleground state, according to “Mainstream Media”. Local polling in Florida, however, reveals a 
totally different picture according to Tea Party pollsters. According to Peter Royal, a volunteer at the 

Republican headquarters, 8 out of 10 people visiting their office are there to obtain 
Trump campaign paraphernalia. Mr. Royal reports that normally this material is 
given to interested parties at no cost. However, Mr. Trump’s campaign materials 
have value and the local Republican organization is raising money by selling the 
material to the public. If one surveys the area, the only signs to be seen are Trump 
signs. This reporter has yet to see a 'Hillary for President’ bumper sticker in 

Northeast Florida. Trump bumper stickers are prevalent everywhere. Before Trump signs were available. 
homemade signs were seen.  “This is what a grassroots populist movement looks like,” a Tea Party Pollster 
offered. https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ Please like our Face Book page. 

https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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August 18, 2016 

Glenn Beck has a Virus 
An Open Letter to Glenn Beck 
Dear Mr. Beck;  
I have followed your career since your days at CNN. Every day at 5 o’clock I made it 
my business to watch your show on Fox News. I have never had an interest in “The 
Five”. Your investigative reporting served the country well. Your exposure of Van 
Jones and others, as Communist operatives, in the White House, the caliphate exposure, your connection of Obama to 
the radical revolutionary tactics of Saul Alinsky, the money interface with George Soros, all served to help preserve, 
protect and defend the Constitution of the United States and the Liberty of American people. Thank you for your service. 
I lost track of you when you left Fox News, except for an occasional interview here and there. Several months ago I 
acquired access to “The Blaze” programming. I was surprised to find that you had endorsed a politician and were actively 
campaigning for him. I had always viewed you in terms of an investigative media personality determined to seek the 
truth. You have demonstrated that you have the capacity to transmit that truth with great skill to your listening 
audience. 
Your ability to look down the road and to see what’s beyond the curve has always been very impressive. Your connecting 
the dots and predicting the future, has been remarkably accurate. However, when you joined the political intrigue, as an 
operative for Ted Cruz, a large piece of your credibility was chipped away. And now, you persist in doing yourself great 
harm, by continuing your political attack on Mr. Trump. The primary is over and your candidate did not win. I can 
understand your disappointment because my first two choices are not in the race either.  
Mr. Beck you have contracted a virus …a political virus. It is attacking the body of your work. The fever that accompanies 
this illness is causing you to use poor reasoning in defining Mr. Trump.  His attack on political correctness with the use of 
four word sentences allowed Mr. Trump to play the media…a strategy which won him the primary. You are, in your fever 
induced confusion, allowing the establishment's “Dirty Tricks” dialogue and Trump’s own four word sentences to define 
Trump and Clinton as equal partners in evil. If Jeb Bush had been the Republican nominee, I could agree with you that 
both candidates were equally evil as the Bush and the Clinton families are political crime organizations. You recently 
compared the country, Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump in an analogy. It involved a baby, a microwave and a blender.  
You consider the nation in the hands of these two people as equally dangerous. I believe that your body is wracked with 
fever disabling your normal perceptive talents. Your political virus is making you appear arrogant. Your job is to present 
the truth to the American electorate. It is the people’s job to determine the future, not yours. 
My loyalty has always been to the “Tea Party Movement” and Donald Trump does not represent that movement. Mr. 
Trump got on board our train; he commandeered the train and renamed it the “Trump Train”. I am not happy about this 
but I do see the reality of the situation. Under a Hillary administration, we will not be able to apply our constitutional 

principles. Under a Trump administration, we will be able to partially apply those principles and can try to bring Mr. 
Trump along. In the meantime, we, in the Tea Party Movement, will be on a side track waiting for our next assignment, in 
the cause of Liberty. Glenn, take a cold shower of truth to reduce your body temperature and starve the political fever. I 
hope you continue your investigative reporting of the truth and abandon this political operative experiment. 
 

Lance Thate, Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Report https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/    Please 
like our Face Book page. 

https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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August 21, 2016    

No One is Listening 
to Establishment 
Media 
Results of the Latest Trump-Clinton Poll  

Since the conclusion of the DNC convention, the media has been                                                   Photos by TCC Staff     
on a “Blitzkrieg" against Donald Trump. Not since the McCarthy days of the 50s has the assault been so 
universal and so relentless. According to the 'special interest' polls, Donald Trump supposedly has been forced 
into a deep cavern, from which he will never recover  

Mr. Trump is about to be knocked out for the count. It is a done deal. It's hopeless...or so claims the 
establishment media. The campaign is over! The damage inflicted on Trump is far in excess of any candidate’s 
conventional advertising capacity. No one, not even Trump, has a war chest of funds capable of stopping the 
establishment media's attack. Has Donald Trump finally been stopped? Well, not exactly. Consider the results 
of the St. George Street Poll: 
 
For approximately the last 18 months, the St. Augustine Tea Party, through its Town Crier Committee, has 
been conducting random selection, with face-to-face polls in the historic district of St. Augustine, Florida. Five 
million people visit the district per year. People from every state in the Union are represented. The 
demographic is national. A poll taken on August 20, 2016 revealed the following: 

    Trump  61% 
    Hillary  24% 
    Neither  15% 

If you consider the poll that was taken on April 30, 2016, you will see that Hillary Clinton has gained 6%. It is 
the best performance she has had in 18 months. The roar of the media cannons clearly has been heard, but 
the public is not listening. Donald Trump has remained, consistently, around 60% for the past 18 months. “It’s 
Morning in America again,” a Tea Party member said. https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ Please like our 
Face Book page. 

https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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August 23, 2016       

Suppression of Political Free Speech is Tyranny  

Photos by TCC Staff 

Tyranny 
at the 
Beach 
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On August 23, 2016, a group of St. Augustine Tea Party 
(SATP) volunteers assembled at the St. Augustine Beach City 
Hall to protest recent action by the City Commissioners to 
restrict political free speech on City property. According to 
David Heimbold, SATP Media Chairman, “A considerable 
number of signs were along the road in front of City Hall on 
Saturday. When I returned on Sunday .all the signs were 
gone." Mr. Heimbold was acting as an individual on behalf of 
Debra Maynard, a candidate for Sheriff in St. Johns County. 
Mr. Heimbold called the St. Augustine Beach Police Dept. to 
question why the signs were removed. The officer who 
responded had no explanation for the occurrence.  

Rose Bailey, a candidate for St. Augustine Beach Commissioner seat 2, reported that the City Manager had no 
knowledge of the sign removals. “These restrictions on speech are 
always done on weekends with no fanfare,” Bailey said. 

Other candidates present were Peter Royal running for mosquito 
control and Kelly Lorbeer running for Republican State 
Committeewoman for St. John’s County. 

 

 

“The Tea Party does not 
endorse political 
candidates. But some of its members are supporting or running for 
elected office,” Lance Thate, SATP Chairman explained. Continuing 
Thate said, “The Tea Party has been involved in First Amendment 
issues, in the area, since 2011. We have been successful in 
eliminating restrictions on free speech on both Federal and County 
lands. About a year ago, we expanded free speech at Pier Park, which 
is located in St. Augustine Beach. We believe some of the players 
involved in the restricting of free speech at the Park are the same as 
those who are trying to restrict political speech at City Hall.”  

According to the “St. Augustine Record”, a few weeks ago, an ordinance was passed regarding signage in the City of St. 
Augustine Beach. “The Tea Party would like to remind the Commissioners who voted 5 to 0 for the measure, that they 
are bound by their oath of office to preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States and the 
Constitution of Florida. Free speech is not something for them to decide regardless as to what a Jacksonville Lawyer with 
an agenda might say. The Tea Party vows that this is not the end of the issue, it is the beginning,” protesters 

unanimously agreed on. . https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ Please like our Face Book page. 

https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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WE LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Important Notice: those who receive this publication by Email: You will continue to receive this Report at the end of the month; this publication is now on the 
Saint Augustine Tea Party Website.  Individual articles are being posted as they occur. Also archived issues with indexes are available on the Website. For Historic 
City News readers the Town Crier Committee Report is available by clicking the SATP link on their page or go to www.saintaugustineteaparty.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a Revolution going on. Come join the Counter Resistance.  Stand up for 
individual Liberty. 
Come join us! We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve Liberty. We are blessed to see the 
awakening of America.     

 Lance L. Thate, 

 Town Crier Committee Chairman 

Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report  
lancethate@Gmail.com 

I WANT 

YOUR 

LIBERTY 

DEFEND 

LIBERTY 
PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO: 

 SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party  

PO BOX 4063 ST. AUGUSTINE FL 

32085 

    Donations are not currently deductable. 

 

       Donations 

are not currently deductable. 

 

                                             

The Goal of Socialism is 

Communism 
 

http://www.saintaugustineteaparty.org/

